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Introduction To Customer Care 
Training 

 

“Because we care….” The notice began “.our staff (the notice continued) will visit this 

Gentlemen’s W.C. on the hour, every hour, to inspect it and ensure that it is always in a 

condition in which you would want to find it.”  Below this impressive piece of narrative 

there appeared the hours of the day and the initials of the staff member who had carried 

out this duty.  The reader glanced at his watch, 1.20pm, sure enough every hour had been 

initialled so far that day. 

 

This recent experience at a newly opened Country Club is just one example of the need of 

organisations to impress the customer, and draw attention to the fact.  There are a number 

of reasons to do this, here are some: 

 

 

1. Competition has scared many organisations into having to love the customer.  The 

motivation for customer care is defence of the business. 

 

2. If as an organisation you want to find your value added niche market, the chances are 

you will have to go up-market with your products and services.  To do so you’d better make 

sure your staff change their behaviours as well.  The motivation is achievement of the new 

corporate goal. 

 

3. If you’ve always regarded yourself as being an expensive, quality contender in your 

market you’d better demonstrate that fact explicitly to your customers with real value for 

money.  Facade and veneer are easily discerned these days and resented.  The motivation 

is maintenance of margins. 

 

4. Finally, as an organisation, you might have perceived one essential, core truth – 

businesses are only people; customers are people; and the only edge you will ever achieve 

is through your people.  As your products begin to look much like everyone else’s your 

business success will increasingly depend on differentiated customer service, trust and long 

term relationships.  The motivation is a desire to be different. 

 

The first three reasons mentioned for implementing customer care training spring from 

extremely doubtful and usually short-term motivations.  Their foundation is expediency.  

Only the last is worthy of recognition.  Why? 

 

 


